SURFing through the Summer!

Each year, our Summer Undergraduate Research Fellow (SURF) Program pairs undergraduates with graduate or postdoc mentors in SCRMC faculty labs. Fellows also attend journal club meetings with their mentors to discuss stem cell literature and hear from faculty, whose talks are open to all interested undergraduates. Wisconsin Stem Cell Roundtable members help make this program a big success!

(Clockwise from top left)
- Surf Fellows (front row, from the left), with their mentors behind them: Hailey Thurston and graduate student Caleb Dillingham (Sridharan lab); Maddie Arthur and graduate student Gyuhung Jin (Palecek lab); Clara Yu and graduate student Sin-Ruow Tey (Suzuki lab); and Evangeline Hu and postdoctoral researcher Dan Radecki (Samanta lab).
- Jin and Maddie instruct high school students at Morgridge’s Rural Summer Science Camp as part of their outreach project.
- Hailey and Caleb help with Grandparents University in the SCRMC outreach lab.
- Dr. Rupa Sridharan speaks to the students.
- Maddie and Evangeline present at journal club.
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